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Dear General Members’ Assembly,  1 

Last year, the study trip of SPiN went to Tokyo. There were 45 places and a voting was needed 2 

because of the high amount of enthusiastic students that wanted to go. This year the XIth board 3 

decided to plan again a trip outside of Europe, because they had to cancel multiple activities and 4 

wanted to compensate by making some activities bigger. However, the amount of registrations was 5 

not as high as we hoped for. In total, 25 members (board and committee included) went to 6 

Singapore in the beginning of May. Despite the fact that the trip was a success, the turnout was 7 

much lower than last year. One reason for this could be that multiple destinations within Asia were 8 

already visited with SPiN. Another reason could be that the high amount of students that went on a 9 

trip last year could not afford a second trip this year.  10 

During the year 2015-2016 a guideline for the destinations of the trips has been discussed. The idea 11 

was to organise trips within and outside of Europe alternately. So, one year outside of Europe and 12 

the next year within Europe. However, for now this is only a guideline, were boards can deviate from 13 

at the beginning of their year. The XIth board would like to see this sort of guideline as a strict rule in 14 

the future. As a new board it is hard to oversee the consequences of deviation from this guideline. 15 

Not only are these trips outside of Europe expensive, the destinations are getting further (and more 16 

expensive) every year. The trips outside of Europe are accessible for those students who have the 17 

financial resources, but lots of students do not have them. By offering a trip within Europe the trip 18 

will become more accessible for a different group of students. Thereby trips are going further and 19 

further and affordable places are getting harder to find.  20 

The topic of study trips was a point of discussion at the Heidag. You can read the minutes for more 21 

detailed information at the website. Multiple options were created and explained. One solution to 22 

the problem of going away further and further is to vote about a rule that obliges SPiN to organise a 23 

study trip within Europe, after one outside of Europe. Not only is this advantageous for the financial 24 

recourses, it resets the system around the trips and makes trips accessible for more students. The 25 

XIth board would like to get rid of the idea that the trip should be bigger and further every year. The 26 

standard is now too high and it must be lowered. The XIth board is of the opinion that only a strict 27 

rule can help. The participants of the Heidag have voted in favour of the option mentioned above. 28 

The board would like to make a change in the Articles of Association to add the rule that if the 29 

destination of the study trip is outside of Europe, the next study trip has to go to a destination within 30 

Europe. The board would like to give notice of this proposal now and would like to vote about this at 31 

the next GMA on the 23rd of September.  32 
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